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Utilities divided on whose brand to use for BPL
Some utilities choose leading brands for
their BPL.

Progress Energy uses EarthLink’s logo
but others use the “here-to-stay” reputation
of the utility as a marketing angle,
executives from PPL Telcom and
IdaComm told the United Power Line
Council’s annual conference.

Others rely heavily on the utility’s own
brand acceptance thinking the public
believes utilities are here to stay, IdaComm
CEO Chris Britton explained, advising that
incumbents are expected to last.

He believes “brand reinforcement on
broadband is very strong” claiming the best
technical trial is worthless if the firm isn’t
strong in marketing and retail sales.

He agreed with the meeting’s general
consensus that BPL technology is ready for
market right now.

When telecom firms added DSL and
cable firms created cable modem service,

extra revenue streams were created but
were only add ons.  That in his view
didn’t improve the value of those
industries’ networks.

Yet BPL goes beyond by offering an
“intelligent” network — adding value at
relatively little upgrade cost.

“DSL was in terrible shape in 1998,”
he reports, but BPL is much more stable
today — more mature — so its position to
launch commercially is much stronger
today than DSL’s was.”

Basic fundamentals on the retail side?
“You’ve got almost half the customers

still to be lured,”  Britton observed.
He sees homes without internet and

the ones with dialup as the target market
(as did Cinergy Broadband CEO Bill
Graelis yesterday).

Britton told of others at the meeting
doing trials and getting healthy customer
pickup from cable and DSL.

Phone companies aren’t likely to offer
DSL without the phone service bundled in
because those firms have to recoup their
network costs, we were told.

Where BPL can compete against
unbundled broadband BPL thus has an
advantage.

Some smaller DSL firms offer TV but
overall BPL is only competing with internet
and in some cases telecom by offering
VoIP.

Where marketers’ business plan
numbers are reasonably conservative “you
have a great opportunity to sell to new
users,” said Britton.

“That’s enough to fuel all of your
business case,” he added.

We didn’t hear anyone at the
conference talking about BPL vendors
offering TV set cable boxes to deliver
digital TV and on-demand video services.

EarthLink and others are looking for
channel partners for internet services, said
Britton, “wanting to bring their customers
into your model.”

Retail marketing and sales is all about
branding your product, added Britton,
combining retail services and wholesale
access to the web.

“It’s as flimsy as direct mail or as
sophisticated as your call center’s speed of
answer,” Britton noted, citing utility call
center experience and sets that they’ve
marketed.

BPL is a much more technically
sophisticated product and the more services
added — such as VoIP — boosts the
demand for improved customer service, he
warned.

Britton believes customers want more
than just a data connection and
recommends having more services available
right at the launch.

Get the base platform working properly
before going to market, he cautioned, and
hire enough staff because at the point a
utility goes from technical trial to market
trial the resource needs almost double.

That’s people to monitor the network,
handle customer signups and of course do
technical support.

Utilities can farm out the building and
management of BPL networks to utility
partners or others, noted Britton, but need
to understand what services will be
delivered — optical networks, ATM,
Ethernet services — and understand how
those services work.  “If you understand

Numbers show disaster of Pennsylvania’s
retail gas mart

Five years after Pennsylvania’s retail gas
market opened marketers have fewer
customers — a smaller market share than
in 1999.

From October 2001 to July of this year
residential gas shoppers actually declined
from 12.6% to 7.3%, NEMA told the PUC
in its call for suggestions (Docket I-
00040103).

Competitive natural gas deliveries were
stagnant from 1999 though 2002, NEMA
noted, dipping to 26.521 million mcf in
2002 from 27.254 million mcf in 1999 for
residential customers, to 53.048 million
mcf from 61.752 million for commercial
customers and 190.139 million mcf from
204.506 million for industrials.

Only four suppliers are active in the
residential market, said NEMA.

Part of the problem, NEMA explained,
is the failure of utility prices-to-beat to
provide consumers with market price
signals.

Adjusting LDCs’ purchased gas cost
(PGC) every month would “be more
reflective of market conditions and send
better price signals to consumers.”

That would work to “support a
competitive market that efficiently matches
demand with supply, prevents shortages

and price spikes and encourages
conservation,” NEMA added.

Even though Pennsylvania’s
restructuring law allows LDCs to offer a
fixed-price POLR option if PGCs are
adjusted monthly, the PUC shouldn’t
permit it, NEMA urged, since it “could
create a confusing shopping environment
for consumers and a potentially harmful
competitive environment as it would
create two utility prices-to-beat.”

The Ohio PUC, NEMA reminded,
allows monthly adjustments after two
LDCs — Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio
and Cincinnati Gas & Electric —
experimented with monthly changes.

A PGC tied to a market-based formula
like the NYMEX futures contract would
“permit marketers to market against a
formula that is known sufficiently in
advance and that gives transactional
certainty to both the utilities and the
marketplace” thus avoiding adjustments
when customers migrate.

Customers who shop can’t abandon
true-up obligations though rarely does
their LDC owe them money because the
prices-to-beat were too high.

It’s critical that consumers “receive ...
(Continued on page two)
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the service delivery on the network side
— your backhaul aggregation — those are
core skills you should look to have.

“Putting in other services such as
switching architecture — especially voice
switches, co-locations and
interconnections, you need to understand
that landscape fairly well.

“What kind of background do you
need to be successful,” he asked.

“Have you launched markets before?
“Do you have thousands of customers

under service today?
“Can you put together a branded

product with different feature sets?
“Can you put together a multitude of

price points for products?” Britton asked.
Talking to DSL and cable consultants

is a good idea because BPL “looks an
awful lot like” those business models.

“If folks are nervous or just not
comfortable with BPL because it’s on the
utility grid, sometimes learning about the
other two competitors and how networks
work can bring some confidence and
comfort.”

Regulatory issues change state-to-
state, but he’s found regulators are
“excited” about BPL.

He’s not sure whether regulators are
“sharpening their knives” to cut out their
piece of the action, “or if they’re just glad to
see us because we don’t stop by that often.”

Britton likes the one-stop-shopping
approach — doing much of the day-to-
day work in-house rather than farming it
out because he thinks it’s cheaper to “fill
in the gaps” that way — referring to the
cost of problem solving and unforeseen
problems.

He also believes offering the services
retail is a better business model than being
a wholesaler or landlord to the network.

Pete Thomas agreed.
He’s with PPL’s broadband firm called

PPL Broadband.
Being a wholesaler limits the potential

for growth of the network and retail
offers “intelligent grid” benefits for
subsidiaries.

The product mix and pricing are
critical for success, Thomas noted, and he
sees a 3-5% annual price erosion.

In fiber’s heyday, his firm added up
the wide variety of services that fiber
could offer and found it could potentially
win 2000% of the market share, he told
the audience.

But a market can’t have more than
100%, he reminded.

When Thomas worked at Sprint, the
churn rate — losing customers for
whatever reason when their contracts
were up — was almost 100%.

He doesn’t expect BPL to be that
challenging but since it’s a new industry,
the network design tools to manage rapid
expansion don’t exist, he warned.

“No one has done this before.”

He recommended having a dedicated
management team because the BPL
business “is not for the fainthearted.”

Using the high profile of the utility’s
brand as a marketing tool can cut both
ways, he explained, because customers
don’t differentiate between the utility and
the broadband firm.

PPL, the utility gets high marks on the
JD Powers customer satisfaction ratings,
he noted.

Customer acceptance exceeded PPL
Broadband’s expectations — and Thomas
called it “pent-up demand.”

He sees a big window of opportunity
for BPL to sign-up customers that don’t
have broadband yet but that window is
closing.

BPL hardware and services vendor
Current Communications believes 3 mbps
(megabits/second) in every power outlet
of the home is a compelling sell in winning
over DSL and cable-modem customers.

The firm’s Ron Boillat told the group it
found direct mail and door-to-door to be
effective sales methods.

His firm created its own software
system to manage prospects and
customers including an automated mailing
campaign that periodically sends
reminders to those that haven’t responded.

When a prospect signs up, the firm
gets a modem to them the next day — and
then pings (sends a hello message) every
hour for 48 hours until it sees that the
customer has successfully connected to
the network.

If two days goes by without a
connection, Current calls the customer.

Current’s software lets customer
service agents see the status of a
customer’s connected modem (or
modems) and every network element
between Current and the customer.

The conference, at Pentagon City, is
called PowerLine 2004.

From page one

... a unified, coordinated and easily
understandable message from all market
participants to avoid customer
confusion about their potential options,”
NEMA advised.

Even now, consumers may need
more education on the market, the
group advised.

Consumers would have more
choices and the market more vigorous
price competition and value-added
services if the state adopted
“standardized business practices and a
consistent set of information standards,”
NEMA urged.

Requiring utilities to provide
historical load-profile data and customer
lists to marketers along with standard
rules would avoid forcing competitors
to “divert scarce resources to customize
billing, back office and customer care
facilities.”

Standardization applies as well to
financial security requirements that
should be changed to reflect the true
risks if a suppliers defaults on its gas
deliveries, NEMA advised.

Gas utility penalties and
“unreasonable fees” that vary from LDC
to LDC have kept some players out of
the retail market, said NEMA.

Delivery tolerances should be
reasonable and uniform with true ups
every 30, 60 or 90 days to adjust
system imbalances and marketers

should be allowed to “engage in
imbalance trading” to avoid penalties,
NEMA advised.

More marketers would come if
utilities bought their receivables at a
low discount — less than the 5%
Columbia Gas charges competitors in
its territory.

Good examples?
Detroit Edison and Consumers

Energy in Michigan don’t discount —
turning over to marketers 100% of
what they are owed by customers,
NEMA noted, while Ohio’s Vectren
keeps only 2%, Dominion East Ohio’s
discount is 1% and Columbia Gas of
Ohio has no discount at all.

New York regulators approved
1.25-2% at Consolidated Edison and
0.9% at Central Hudson Gas &
Electric.

Most encouraging to new entrants,
NEMA urged, would be a date certain
for LDCs to exit the merchant function
and to bid competitively the supplier-
of-last-resort role.

In the long run, “all consumers in
restructured energy markets should be
served by energy service providers at
competitive prices,” NEMA observed,
“and it is desirable to get to that end
state as quickly as possible.”

The longer it takes to open
competitive markets, the higher energy
costs will be, said NEMA, adding that
investment capital needs political and
financial certainty.

Numbers show disaster of Pennsylvania’s
retail gas mart
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5 stories in 2 minutes

Superconductor
hires Terry Winter:  Former
California ISO president Terry Winter
is American Superconductor’s new
executive vice president, advanced grid
solutions.  Winter is to accelerate the
spread of advanced reactive power
compensation solutions on the grid —
a new position.  Winter was a member
of the US-Canada Power System
Outage Task Force that found the lack
of reactive power was a primary cause
of last summer’s massive outage.

Big energy users
form new lobby:  A new coalition
of aluminum, chemicals, forest
products, glass, metal casting and steel
makers who use lots of energy will
lobby for support of federal research
programs that deploy new technologies
that help them compete in world
markets.  The Alliance for Materials
Manufacturing Excellence (Ammex)
includes key stakeholder groups like
the American Council for an Energy-
Efficient Economy, Northeast Midwest
Coalition and National Assn of State
Energy Officials, the American Iron &
Steel Institute and other industrial
groups.  Ammex supports DOE
industrial technologies program and the
new Office of Manufacturing at the
Commerce Dept.

New England RTO pact
may have been reached:  New
England stakeholders appeared to reach
an accord on Monday about creating
an RTO.  They’ve filed with FERC, the
agency that had given them a
conditional go-ahead in March.  “The
settlement resolves a number of key
issues and allows the process of
creating RTO-NE to move forward,”
said Michael Minkos, general manager

of the Massachusetts Municipal
Wholesale Electric Co (MMWEC), a
group that speaks for most of
Massachusetts’ city-owned utilities.
MMWEC will continue to fight higher
transmission rates in the accord, he
assured.  They want too the option of
putting money into building new and
upgraded grid facilities.

WPS wants monthly
price to beat
price change:  Wisconsin Public
Service wants to change its gas price-
to-beat  monthly in Michigan and
charge a maximum gas cost recovery
(GCR) factor of 65.978¢/therm for the
year beginning in November to be
adjusted as the NYMEX futures price
moves.  Motions to intervene are due
Sept 28 for an Oct 5 hearing.

BC pays those
who switch to
natural gas:  British Columbia’s
Terasen Gas is offering residential
customers three rebate programs
worth up to $1,350 and cheap
financing for converting water and
space heating to gas.  The provincial
government supplies $600 in Clean
Choice grants to homeowners who
convert heating from electric, oil or
propane furnaces or boilers.  Those
taking Energy Star furnaces can get a
$150 credit on top of the $600 and
new Terasen customers get a $600
gas-bill credit for hiring a Terasen
qualified dealer.  Homeowners who
don’t convert their furnaces still can
get $300 for converting a fireplace and
water heater via Terasen’s dealer
network.  New customers have to
apply by Oct 31 and work has to be
done this year.
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